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Executive Summary:
With our information systems under aggressive attack, we
cannot ignore any meaningful line of defense. This paper
argues that the human element of cyber security is too often
overlooked—and that a rigorous new approach to workforce
cyber preparedness is urgently needed. This comprehensive
new approach is called Building Human Firewalls.

Introduction
In traditional computer science, a firewall is hardware or
software that inspects and filters data packets in order to
keep bad stuff out of your network. Firewalls have played an
important role in the growth of the Web, because they have
enabled the open, heterogeneous Internet to connect and
interact with controlled, confidential private networks—in
ways that have generally worked for the benefit of both.
Lately, however, the game has changed. The Bring Your
Own Device era is redrawing network perimeter borders.
Malicious attackers are getting faster, smarter and better
organized. New global black markets for stolen identities,
malware kits and hacker services are thriving. Sovereign
nations are engaging in cyber offense. And, yet: our
information systems are facing more, and more dangerous,
attacks than ever before—and traditional perimeter defenses
often cannot stop them.

Our information
systems
are facing
increasingly
sophisticated
social attacks—
and traditional
perimeter
defenses can’t
stop them.

The computing security model of the past decade, based on
firewalls, anti-viral services, intrusion detection controls, system event monitoring, VPNs, etc.,
is failing to detect and block the most advanced malware. That is serious enough. But what’s
worse is that this traditional defense model is of little use in preventing what many experts feel is
the greatest threat to cyber security: human error.
This paper makes the case that organizations wishing to stay productively connected to the
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Internet, while at the same time maintaining the integrity of their private internal networks, need a
comprehensive new strategy to reduce human cyber vulnerabilities in their workforce. A strategy
supported by strong policies, clear procedures and effective services. A strategy that launches new
cyber security Awareness, Compliance, and Education (ACE) initiatives across the enterprise and
its workforce.
Certain computer security experts1—in order to emphasize the need for rigorous execution—are
referring to much efforts as building human firewalls.
A company with a strong human firewall…
•

Has an engaged, aware, well-educated workforce.

•

Has clear policies that prioritize the protection of
networks and data, and which foster compliance
with security standards.

•

Is agile and responsive, and knows that in an era
lacking bulletproof IT security, cyber breaches are
not so much prevented as managed and mitigated.

•

Has learned to circle the wagons internally,
increasing cyber risk collaboration and
communication;

•

And, is obtaining critical intelligence by sharing
information externally, with trusted partners and
government agencies.

What follows is a blueprint for building such human firewalls in your organization and partner
ecosystem. This blueprint is, for the most part, non-technical, and is intended to be helpful to
anyone in the enterprise who wishes to move beyond traditional perimeter-based security models,
and toward a comprehensive new model that humanizes cyber defense.
The human firewall strategy presented here is based on lessons learned from my 20-year career in
Internet privacy and security—and my dawning recognition that we in the cyber security field have
a serious “emperor’s new clothes” problem. The naked emperor, in this case, being us: we humans
who use computing services.
Those of us in the cyber security profession have a hard time with the fact that despite all our best
efforts in hardware and software, the humans using the systems we build still must operate them
properly in order for them to stay reasonably safe. This simple fact has long been ignored by the
cyber security expert community.
Industry usage of the term “human firewall” dates back to at least 2001, when a group of cyber security experts
advocating cultural change in how cyber security was handled in the workforce named their organization the Human
Firewall Council. Only recently, however, has the notion of a human firewall taken on the kind of rigor associated with the
technical firewalls that protect enterprise networks.
1
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Changing human behavior is hard, especially for us techies.
Consequently, we have tended to minimize the importance of
human vulnerabilities, or declare them someone else’s problem.
But the numbers do not lie. Social engineering exploits,
and phishing in particular, have become epidemic. Lost or
stolen devices are an increasing problem, and internal data
management procedures must improve. Insider attacks have
not gone away, and threats related to social engineering and
human error can no longer be ignored.
There are numerous facts that bolster this view, but we here are
three of the most important:

We need
workforces who
can filter social
threats the way
IT firewalls filter
out unwanted
data packets.

1. 80% of all data breaches reported by the U.S. federal
government from January 2009 through May 2012 were
caused by human error.2
2. In 2012 survey, 710 experienced IT security professionals said lost devices and mishandled
data were responsible for ten times more of their organization’s data breaches in the last two
years than external cyber attacks.3
3. The prestigious cyber security researchers at the Georgia Tech Research Institute (GTRI)
declared recently spear phishing to be the number one cyber security threat to the enterprise.

“Data Breaches in the Government Sector,” a Rapid 7 Research Report. From the report: “From January 2009
through May 31, 2012, employee error and device theft caused the majority of data breaches. Combining unintended
disclosure, insider threats, physical losses, the loss/theft of portable devices, and the loss/theft of stationary devices,
the total number of incidents reached 214 (out of 268), exposing more than 93 million PII records.”
2

3

“The Human Factor in Data Protection,” a study conducted by the Ponemon Institute. The 10x figure quoted above
is the author’s calculation, based upon data in the report.
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These and other quantitative metrics demonstrate an urgent need to improve human cyber
security defenses. Specifically, enterprises need:
•

New proactive data protection and incident response policies, driven from the top.

•

Better trained, and better equipped, work forces that can become as discriminating about
malicious threats at the social level as our technology firewalls are at the data level.

•

Better cyber threat intelligence services, distributed more broadly through the enterprise—
and fast incident response capabilities when a threat becomes an attack.

•

Ongoing threat vulnerability assessments, and better real-time threat pictures.

•

More security apps, especially in mobile environments, that everyone can use to take
greater responsibility for the security of their enterprise.

And, in the face of ever-escalating security breaches and data losses, we need them now.

1. From Armadillos to Monkeys
For several years, I have been advocating a transition in
our thinking about information security—a change I call
From Armadillos to Monkeys.4 The premise is that major
organizations of all kinds need to move from a primitive, “hard
outer shell” approach to security (the armadillo); to strategies
based on intelligence, speed and agility (the monkey).
The armadillo, an exoskeletal mammal, is a rather woeful
creature. In nearly every one of its habitats around the world,
it is an endangered species—a solitary bug-eater whose
most adaptive trait seems to be an ability to live in the worst
hellholes. It is slow-moving, and has very poor eyesight. Its
two chief defenses are a hard, leathery outer shell, and a
tendency to jump up and down in place when under attack.
(No one has yet figured out the survivability benefits of the
latter.)

Your internal
network won’t
keep you
completely safe.
We’re all part
of the global
computing
grid, with
cyber wolves
on the prowl
everywhere.

Monkeys, on the other hand, are swift, agile, social and highly
intelligent. They escape predators by running up to 30 MPH,
swimming across rivers or swinging through trees using their arms, legs and tails. They band
together to fend off attack, and use a form of common situational awareness, communicated
by calls and cries. With their cousins the apes, they dominate the great wild forests of the subtropical world.
4

To view my TEDx Talk on this subject, click here or visit www.swanisland.net/tedxbend
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Moving from an exoskeleton to a flexible-spine model of cyber security requires, first of all, a
new narrative. We need to move away from a focus on perimeter defense, and the false notion
that our internal networks are completely safe. We must fully appreciate that we are all now part
of a global computing grid, and that our adversaries are smart, dangerous and ever-present.
We must start banding together, like a troop of chattering monkeys, to provide each other with
early warning of impending attacks. We need everyone in the battle, working to reduce their own
personal attack surface.
Cyber security is a complex field, and can be intimidating. My peers and I in this field
historically have not been above using obscure jargon, arcane tech standards, discussions
of encryption key-lengths, etc., to keep it so. This might seem irresponsible, yet when a nontechnical customer or boss tries to dictate highly technical security methods, the ability of the
infosec fraternity to obfuscate is actually quite useful. You wouldn’t want patients or hospital
administrators telling your brain surgeon how to operate, would you?
But the secret handshakes of our cyber security profession now undermine us. We the technical
trustees of information integrity and security need to
demystify our field, quickly, because cyber security is no
longer just an IT issue. Government and political leaders,
board directors, C-suite execs, division managers, HR
directors, legal counsels, publicists, product marketing
leaders and a host of others now have legal, ethical and
fiduciary responsibilities to understand and help manage
the cyber risk landscape. All parts of the workforce must be
made aware that they are targets of attack, and that their
collective understanding of the current threat environment is
a critical part of their organization’s cyber defense.
If you fall into one of the above key player categories, here’s
the question you need to ask: when it comes to cyber
security, is your organization acting like a scattering of
primitive armadillos, or a troop of smart monkeys?

We the technical
trustees of
information
security need
to demystify our
field, because
cyber security is
no longer just an
IT issue.

For nearly two decades, large enterprises have used
armadillo defense strategies (usually minus the jumping up and down). They have put faith in
their hard outer shells; or more technically, in their network perimeter defenses. The operative
assumption has been: data inside our perimeter is safe.
But the network outer armor has not held; our adversaries now have armor-piercing bullets.
Plus, through increasingly clever social engineering exploits, they are acquiring credentials that
get them inside the perimeter gates quite easily—all traditional network security measures and
devices notwithstanding.
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We should not put down our “guns”—the traditional tools of computing security. We need
strength, and defense-in-depth, on all fronts. We certainly need a new emphasis on physical
security, and the prevention of loss and theft of mobile devices. But we also need to get past
our over-reliance on the outer shell of security, and move toward defenses that include human
intelligence, collective defenses and innovative adaptability. We need to evolve from armadillos
to monkeys.
The balance of this paper presents both a broad strategy for building a more intelligent and agile
computing workforce (“building human firewalls”); and a specific methodology for deploying
such firewalls. At Swan Island Networks, we call this the ACE methodology, for Awareness,
Compliance and Education.

2. Awareness, Threat Pictures and Early Warning
On September 8, 1900, in Galveston, Texas, a devastating hurricane made landfall. Fierce
winds of up to 130 MPH pummeled the city, and massive tidal surges flooded it. An estimated
8,000 residents were killed.
A little over a century later, in 2008, Hurricane Ike hit Galveston with 145 MPH winds, and
massive tidal surges again flooded the city. Yet less than 200 people perished.

Galveston hurricane destruction, 1900.
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There are many reasons why so many fewer lives were lost in 2008, but the most important
involves the concept of early warning.
Today, the National Weather Service (NWS) uses a massive network of weather sensors, data
analytics and predictive systems software to produce highly accurate forecasts of upcoming
weather conditions. While still not perfect, NWS’ hurricane predictions over the past five years
have become remarkably accurate.
These forecasts provide early warning to local officials and local citizens. To use military and
cyber security jargon, they expand the “threat picture”—the scope of situational awareness.
Weather forecasters in Galveston, 1900, had a very small threat picture. They literally never saw
what hit them. And thousands died.
NWS teams in Galveston and elsewhere, 2008, extended the hurricane threat picture to the
west coast of Africa. They had access to real-time monitoring
services that kept them current on the ever changing Hurricane
Ike. In the end, NWS’ early warning systems saved thousands of
lives.
We need NWS-style early warning threat pictures with respect
to virulent cyber storms. Producing such pictures—at least at
a rudimentary yet still useful first stage—is not the hard part.
My company does this today, with our Cybero5 service. Other
companies do so as well. The hard part is getting the attention
of the cyber equivalent of the people living in the path of the
hurricane.
For early warnings about changing computing security threats
to be effective with enterprise workforces, company and agency
leaders need to take them seriously. Like a governor urging
residents along the seaboard to evacuate, the enterprise leader
must sound the cyber alarm in a credible way, and provide solid
instructions about how to stay safe.

We need to be
able to forecast
cyber storms
as well as we
do hurricanes.
But we’ve got
quite a ways to
go to catch up
with the National
Weather
Service.

Such early warnings must be targeted, and highly credible. People with iPhones don’t care
about Android vulnerabilities, and visa versa; and no one wants an awareness service that
continually cries wolf!
Below is a blueprint for acquiring and deploying early warning awareness services that support
everyone from your geekiest cyber security engineer to the traveling salesperson, to the
receptionist at your front desk.

5

For more information about Cybero, please visit http://www.swanisland.net/cybero.
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First steps:
1. Capture Intelligence! To expand your cyber threat picture, gather and synthesize as much
meaningful cyber intelligence as possible. Then learn how to deliver this intelligence inside
your organization in ways that make everyone smarter, safer and more effective.6
2. “Touch” Employees Every Day: Provide employees with a real-time cyber alerting service,
which gives them a current picture of the ever-changing threat environment, in ways that are
personally meaningful.
3. Think Physical + Logical: There is no cyber security without physical security, and
all enterprise physical security today must be cyber-aware. Take advantage of cyber
intelligence services that recognize the growing convergence of physical + logical security
efforts.
4. Become Agile, in Real Time: Our adversaries move quickly, and we must keep up. Simply
knowing last year’s security best practices won’t help. Your enterprise needs access to the
latest vulnerability libraries, and the latest threat indicators. Your employees need expert
advice on how to defend themselves and your organization in a dynamically changing
environment.
One very helpful feature in the delivery of timely, targeted security alerts is a technique called Attribute-Based
Filtering. Alerting systems with this capability can use attributes about the content payload of an alert (its type, its
precise time, its severity, its current status, etc.) to get an alert to precisely the right people (based on pre-existing
profiles), automatically.
6
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3. Compliance, Governance and a Cyber Surge
Awareness is the component of a human firewall that enables you to see the storm coming;
Compliance is the piece that helps you survive once it hits.
Look up “comply” in Webster’s dictionary, and you’ll find this definition: “To conform, submit, or
adapt (as to a regulation or to another’s wishes) as required...”
Conform, submit and adapt may not seem like strong security words—but in the context of
cyber security, they are. For one somewhat technical example of how conforming (complying)
with cyber security standards promotes both security and agility, see Appendix A: The SCAP
Standard.
Teaching your workforce the importance of complying with industry standards such as SCAP
is an essential part of building a human firewall. Technical compliance, when done properly,
drives standardization, and standardization provides the internal rigor that enables enterprise IT
systems to respond quickly and effectively to reduce vulnerabilities and mitigate incidents.
But technical standards are not enough: we now need standards that provide guidelines for
developing proactive information security policies, and governing the human side of cyber
security, and applying rigorous compliance efforts afterward, to
govern the human side of information security.
Internally, good governance requires effective leadership. Which
is why for human firewall efforts to succeed, it is essential that
organizations develop strong security policies at the board or C-suite
level.
Executives and board directors need not understand SCAP, or SANS’
Twenty Critical Controls. But they do need to understand this: your
information systems are under attack; they are not secure; and no
amount of pure IT spend can make them so.
Executives and leaders throughout the enterprise must lead the
charge to build a smarter, better-prepared, more cyber-savvy
workforce. They need to launch a cyber “surge.”
This surge begins with prioritizing the protection of your systems and
data, while taking a comprehensive view that recognizes the role of
human error. And, by acknowledging that cyber security is no longer
an IT problem, but a core business issue that can be addressed
effectively only by mobilizing a full range of enterprise resources.

Company
cyber security
policies should
be as clear,
serious and
well-enforced as
those relating
to sexual
harassment,
conflict of
interest or
Sarbanes Oxley.

But the key is creating strong and effective policies, right at the top.
Company or agency cyber security and data protection policies should be as clear, serious and
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well enforced as those relating to Sexual Harassment, Conflict of Interest, Sarbanes Oxley, et al.
They should apply to the entire workforce, emphasize personal responsibility and accountability,
and provide guidance on security priorities and trade-offs. And, they should be monitored
closely, and enforced vigorously.
Complying with security standards, and implementing rigorous security policies across the
enterprise, might at first glance seem like paradoxical activities for an organization trying to
evolve its security model from slow-rigid-armadillo to fast-agile-monkey. But for one thing,
monkeys (particularly the female of the species) are highly prone to altruistic group behaviors,
which involve an entire troop working together for the benefit of all. Getting an entire workforce
to engage in active compliance and good computing behavior requires a similar kind of altruistic
group behavior.
Getting everyone on the same page—and on a solid standards compliant platform—makes
your entire enterprise much more adaptable in the face of attack. Standards-compliance drives
consistency through your IT infrastructure. Consistency enables automation. Automation
enables rapid change—by enabling your IT department to shift quickly in a new direction, or
deploy a new common defense.
Efforts to comply with cyber security standards and policies can seem like just another hard
outer shell. But if done properly, they can become part of your organization’s flexible new spine.

4. Educating Bob and Alice
Awareness is about real-time intelligence; Compliance, about the integrity of your computing
infrastructure, and the policies and processes that support it. Education is about making sure
your workforce is smart enough to put Awareness and Compliance efforts to good use.
Believe it or not, the idea that an educated, aware workforce can improve cyber security is a
controversial idea in security circles. Bruce Schneier, a kind of guru among cyber security pros,
at this year’s RSA Conference was quoted as saying, “I personally believe that training users in
security is generally a waste of time and that the money can be spent better elsewhere.”
This is like saying it doesn’t help to have passengers understand emergency procedures on
airplanes, or to teach young automobile “users” how to drive. Yet, Schneier’s view of users as
essentially irrelevant to cyber security is not untypical among computing security experts.
It should be self-evident, but you want a cyber-educated workforce because:
•

You need all the help you can get—and you never know where the next piece of critical
intelligence will come from. (Just ask the Boston police department, who used crowd
sourcing to great effect after the Boston Marathon bombing.)

•

Phishing attacks target humans, and a single human mistake can cost you time and money,
or worse.
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•

Statistics show that human error, in some form, will likely be the root cause of your next big
data breach.

•

A smarter, more cyber-savvy workforce delivers positive ROI (with respect to help desk
support, data protection, privacy compliance, customer confidence, brand resilience, and
much more).

In computer security and encryption circles, two iconic fictional people are used to demonstrate
many important use cases. Their names are Bob and Alice. Mostly, Bob and Alice get involved
in public key infrastructure deployments, certificate authority authorizations, man-in-the-middle
attacks, and so forth. We need to repurpose them now, to help us build human firewalls.
Alice is chief corporate counsel at a Fortune 500 corporation. Bob is a director of research and
development for one of this company’s key products. Prior to joining the company, neither had
any appreciable education or training in cyber security.
In the company’s previous “armadillo” culture, neither Alice nor Bob thought or cared much
about data management practices, the dynamically changing cyber threat environment or
aggressive mobile security measures. Cyber was an IT problem. Their responsibilities were
elsewhere.
But now, once the company’s Human Firewall campaign began, each has taken a much more
personal interest in computer security. They have completed video training courses on how to
prevent becoming a victim of a social engineering attack—after each had been taken in by a
simulated phish that went out to all employees. Those who clicked on the benign link—which
went to a Web page telling them that had the phish been real, their computer would now be
infected—were required to take the computer-based training class online. Many others in the
company took the class as well, since taking it was a way to earn bonus points for employee
performance scorecards.
Alice also became interested in new ethical and fiduciary data protection responsibilities for
lawyers, as prescribed recently by the American Bar Association. Her growing interest in and
knowledge of cyber security led to her involvement with other executives on a cyber risk review
committee that had a goal of reducing insurance costs related to data protection and other
security issues.
Bob became interested in how he could “bake” cyber security into the fabric of his products,
rather than merely counting on perimeter-based security outside them.
Both are now active participants in a company-wide ACE initiative that delivers cyber threat
awareness, education and training, as a service. One feature of this service is that it promotes
company-wide discussion and collaboration about threats, vulnerabilities specific to their
company.
Most important, Bob and Alice—along with the great majority of their co-workers—now view
cyber security as a personal, professional responsibility. They are staying informed about the
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latest cyber scams, threats and vulnerabilities, and are making intelligent decisions designed to
thwart them. They are becoming active participants in their company’s critical human firewall.

An Aware, Compliant and Educated workforce is a cornerstone of enterprise cyber security.

Recommendations
•

Recognize the essential role your workforce plays in protecting the integrity and resilience
of your IT systems—and then build a culture that helps your employees prioritize intelligent
cyber defense.

•

Establish and enforce proactive cyber security policies.

•

Train and educate your workforce—using online services that stay current with the dynamic
threat environment.

•

Establish compliance procedures and guidelines that standardize security practices, inside
the IT department and throughout the enterprise.

•

Deliver cyber threat alerts and information that help mitigate cyber damage, and incident
response procedures that help manage it.

•

Launch a Human Firewall campaign, designed to make all of the above central parts of
enterprise cyber security efforts.
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Summary
Our information systems are under massive attack. Even though security technologies are
getting smarter, hackers are exploiting a critical gap in our defenses: the gap between best
cyber practices, and the actual practices used every day by the workforce. There is no way to
fully stop our adversaries, and cyber attacks will continue. But with enhanced threat awareness,
stronger security policies, better governance and compliance, and ongoing, relevant workforce
education, we can make it much harder for these attacks to succeed.
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Appendix A: The SCAP Paradox—An Example of How
Compliance Drives Security
In the world of Internet technology, architecture is destiny. Get it right—with the proper easeof-use, scalability and security methods—and you’ll likely do well. Get it wrong—well, you’re
looking at a train wreck.
Leveraging “architecture of the commons” (i.e., the best standards of the Internet industry) is
one way to get architecture right. Consider the case of SCAP (the Security Content Automation
Protocol), pronounced “ess-cap.”
SCAP is a collection of open standards that automate vulnerability management and infosec
policy compliance. Sponsored by NIST, it is becoming widely adopted inside the U.S. federal
government, and elsewhere.
SCAP checklists standardize and enable automation of the linkage between an enterprise’s
unique computer security configurations and widely accepted industry-standard security
controls.
SCAP programs focus on increasing security for systems and networks by developing,
managing and promoting security assessment tools, techniques, services; by supporting
programs for testing, evaluation and validation; and by addressing security metrics, and security
evaluation criteria.
SCAP began primarily as a way to standardize, or “lock down,” end-device computers. It is
growing well beyond that now, but the core principle behind SCAP remains the same: the more
computing systems conform to a common (and well-informed) technical standard, the easier it is
to manage them from a computer security perspective, and keep them safe.
By becoming SCAP-compliant, end users make their computing devices more secure. SCAP
methods automate a variety of vulnerability measurements and security controls “under the
hood.” The user conforms with SCAP the same way a driver conforms to air quality standards.
The user is the driver of her devices, but not the mechanic. And SCAP makes an enterprise’s IT
mechanics more efficient, and better able to respond quickly to crises.
The beauty of SCAP is that it automates a part of cyber security that must take place at the
machine level, and makes both end-user computers and the enterprise network much more
secure as a result.
The human firewall model outlined in this white paper is designed to achieve similar results
by applying security standards and guidelines in the eighth layer of the computing stack: the
human layer.
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Swan Island Networks, Inc., is the provider of Cybero, a software-as-a-service application that
provides cyber security awareness, compliance and education services. Cybero is powered by
Swan Island’s TIES® platform, which currently supports over 200 enterprises, including 20% of the
Fortune 100. In a decade of providing security information services to government agencies and
global companies, Swan Island has seen firsthand how human cyber risk impacts IT systems. The
company is now working to reduce this risk by helping customers develop new human firewalls…
with Cybero. For more information, please call 866.222.9022 or visit:
http://www.swanislandnetworks.com
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